SPECIALIZING IN SPECIALTY

GROWING WITH THE GREEN BAY AREA
FOR OVER 27 YEARS!

L

PATRICK POZZA IS A THIRD GENERATION GLAZIER
AND HAS BEEN SERVING NORTHEAST WISCONSIN'S
GLASS MARKET FOR DECADES. HE'S THE OWNER OF
GREEN BAY GLASS AND CARRIES SPECIALTY WINDOWS,
DOORS, MIRRORS AND SHOWER DOORS

et me introduce myself. My name is Patrick Pozza. I’ve lived my
whole life in Northeast Wisconsin. Born in Antigo and moving
to the Green Bay/De Pere area back in the seventies. Glass
and glass related products are my life. I’m a third generation
“Glazier” (not to be confused with a person who frosts doughnuts). My
Grand Parents, Marco and Margaret Pozza started “Antigo Glass” back in
1949. I think back in how I got started in this business and it’s with the
guidance of them as well as my parents, relatives and former employers that
I’ve been blessed to carry on the tradition. After my first few years of school
I moved back to Antigo to help out. It was a tough time in our economy and
I remember my Grandma saying: “go back to school, get your degree and get
a decent job – away from the glass business”. Well, I took care of the degree
part but stayed in the glass business ready to prove her that I can make it
in the industry. Little did I know thirty some years later that I’m saying to
myself “Hey, you’ve been in this for this long….you ARE making it work”!
Now, so much has changed in the glass industry. It’s not just “glass” itself.
Single pane wood windows and storm windows are a thing of the past. The
windows that we provide to the commercial and residential markets have
drastically improved. I’m proud to say that I carry the “H Window” line of
windows and doors. They provide windows to the architectural, contractor
and homeowners who demand the best in quality, environmental and
energy efficient design. I’ve had numerous vendors ask me to carry their line
of windows. I’m such a believer in H Windows that I’ve made them my first
source. Their craftsmanship is impeccable, their sizes are virtually limitless
and their performance always meets or exceeds my customer’s demand.
Being design in Europe and made right in Ashland, Wisconsin, their about
as local as one can get. The windows are made one at a time so there is no
such word as “custom size” to them. All sizes are standard! Performance
means everything when it comes to energy savings. H Window has been
called by it’s competitors as the “Bentley” of windows. They do exceed in
performance but don’t exceed in price.
One unique feature in the window is that it offers a hinge system that allows
for a complete rotation of the sash itself which eliminates the use of ladders

and exterior cleaning. This design is for both their awning style window and
the casement style window. Other designs they carry are fixed sash windows
as well as direct set windows. All of their windows are made with a wood
interior and have an aluminum exterior. This is not to be confused with
a “clad” window where the aluminum is wrapped around the wood. Their
extruded aluminum is attached to the wood interior so there is no possible
chance for the interior wood to decay. What an awesome design! I believe in
the window so much that I replaced all of mine with their signature awning
style windows. I just regret not doing it sooner!
I’ve had the opportunity to meet H Window’s president and CEO, Kjell
Hatlehol. A native of Norway, he certainly knows his windows and is proud
to be selling them in the United States since 1987. He considers his line
of windows at the “next generation” of windows. I consider them a great
partner in my business. It’s been said the United States has just recovered
from the worst economic times since the Great Depression. Even so, the
sales at Green Bay Glass have continued to grow steadily over the past few
years. It’s with specialty products, like H Window, and other products that
we offer that have afforded us to buck the trend in sales.
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